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SUMMARY

The original goal of the present contract was (i) to study the properties of mode

conversion from magnetostatic forward volume waves (MSFVW's) to magnetostatic

backward volume waves (MSBVW's) through a region of bias-field discontinuity, and

then (ii) to investigate the prospects of monoliticaUy implementing a nondiepersve

delay line on a given YIG-film strip by changing the magnitude and direction of the

internal bias field within the delay line between the two microstrip transducers so that a

portion of the delay line would support MSFVW and the remainder of the delay line

would support MSBVW. This configuration constitutes a monolithic implementation of

the Sethares et at geometry [1 wherein a diecrete forward wave-type delay line was cas-

caded to a discrete backward wave-type delay line, with the requisite dispersion self-

compensation achieved by matching the delay characteristics of the two delay lines.

A detailed study of MSFVW-to-MSBVW mode conversion through a region of

bias-field discontinuity is described in Chapter 1. The principal objective of this study

was to establish if efficient mode conversion is possible over a wide bandwidth. The

problem was attacked by performing theoretical and experimental studies simultane-

ously. The experimental study indicated the presence of mode conversion but this con-

clusion was somewhat ambiguous because of the rather unsophisticated nature of the

biasing magnet circuit employed and the consequent lack of definition of the profile of

the internal bias field along the length of the delay line. Initial theoretical results for

mode conversion across a single boundary separating two regions with fixed bias-field

angles were encouraging in that they showed that, for a small change of tilt angle across

the boundary, efficient mode conversion is possible over a wide band.

The theory of mode conversion was successfully extended to a practical geometry

with a gradual bias-field discontinuity region. This geometry was modeled as a
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segmented or layered geometry along the length of the discontinuity region, i.e., it was

approximated by a number of tilted bias-field layers or regions, with the bias-field orien-

tation or tilt angle being constant within each region and varying slowly from one region

to the next. While this work was being performed, a sophisticated magnet system pro-

viding precision bias-field change over the length of a YIG film sample was being

designed. At this time, the theoretical computations on mode conversion through the

layered structure ran into a snag which was ultimately traced to the existence of the

unique MSW cut-off condition. A careful look at the implications of this cut-off condition

led to the catastrophic conclusion that mode conversion from MSFVW to MSBVW in

going through a bias-field discontinuity region is theoretically not possible.

The foregoing turn of events led to a termination of the effort on MSFVW to

MSBVW mode conversion in going through a region of bias-field discontinuity region.

The effort during the remainder of the contract period was dedicated to a characteriza-

tion of the dispersion of an MSFVW pulse suffered during propagation. This study was

successfully performed using Fast Fourier Transform techniques and is described in

Chapter 2.

I
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CHAPTER 1

MSFVW-to-MSBVW MODE CONVERSION AT A REGION OF BIAS FIELD
DISCONTINUITY

1.1. INTRODUCTION

The present chapter describes theoretical and experimental work performed on the

subject of MSFVW to MSBVW mode conversion that one expects to occur when an

MSFVW is incident at a region of bias-field discontinuity separating a region with bias

field normal to the YIG film (the MSFVWV region) from a region with bias field parallel

to the YIG film and to the direction of MSW propagation (the MSBVW region). This

study was undertaken to establish that the expected efficient mode conversion is indeed

possible over a wide bandwidth with such a scheme. The aim of the contract was to

proceed, after establishing the existence of efficient MSFVW-to-MSBVW mode conver-

sion through a suitably profiled bias-field discontinuity region, to a monolithic implemen-

tation of a nondiapersive MSW delay line wherein, within a single delay line, part of the

delay line supports MSFVWV propagation and the remaining delay line supports MSBN-NV

propagation, thereby permitting a mechanism for achieving dispersion self-compensation.

The latter geometry constitutes a monolithic implementation of the Sethares et ai [I]

nondispereive MSW delay line geometry which consisted of two cascaded diacrete delay

lines, one being a forward wave-type (MSSW or MSFVW) delay line and the other a

backward wave-type (MSBVW) delay line.

After establishing the existence of efficient mode conversion over a wide bandwidth,

the question of achieving dispersion self-compensation may then be handled in the

manner it was handled in the Sethares et al cascaded geometry of discrete delay lines.

i.e., through the use of appropriately spaced ground planes (and the possible use of

multi-layered YIG films (21). Some theoretical work performed under partial support
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from the present contract [21 (see Attachment A) has shown that superior nondispersive

MSFVW characteristics may be achieved by using a layered-YIG-film in conjunction

with a spaced ground plane. The dispersion self-compensation is not treated in the

present report.

The theoretical work evolved over three phases. In the first phase, a theory for

MSF\ V-to-MSBVW mode conversion was worked out for the case of an abrupt bias-

field discontinuity. The choice of abrupt bias-field discontinuity was based on the fact

that this represents the simplest geometry and the consequent expectation that this

choice might yield the simplest approach at handling the complex problem of mode

conversion. While, in this theory, an incident fundamental-mode MSFVW was con-

sidered to scatter into all MSFVW reflected modes and all MSBVW transmitted modes,

it was shown that the resulting infinite set of equations in the unknown amplitude

coefficients could be truncated depending on the level of accuracy desired in evaluating

the coupling coefficients. It was found, in agreement with what one might expect, that

the modes that need to be included in the truncation are the ones that are phae-

matched to the chosen incident mode along the direction normal to the YIG film at the

boundary separating the MSFVW and MSBVW regions. It was recognized that, in addi-

tion to the multi-moded nature of mode conversion, most of the incident power is

reflected back, a feature that reflects the abrupt nature of impedance discontinuity at

the junction plane.

Based on the work performed during the first theoretical phase, it became evident

that efficient mode conversion into a single mode required that the bias-field discon-

tinuity be sufficiently gradual so that the transverse phase-matching to the incident

mode is possible with essentially a single converted mode.

0



An extended gradual bias-field discontinuity region may be approximated by a seg-

mented or layered geometry comprised of a number of tilted bias-field regions, with the

bias-field orientation or tilt angle being constant within each region and varying slowly

from one region to the next. In a systematic approach at solving the problem of mode

conversion through such a "layered" transition region, one would first solve the problem

of mode conversion across a single boundary separating two regions with fixed bias-field

tilt angles. with the change of tilt angle across the boundary being small.

The problem of mode conversion across a single boundary was successfully solved

for the case of an incident magnetostatic volume wave (MSVW), i.e., for the case of bias

field oriented in the sagittal plane [3] (see Attachment B). It was found that, the more

* gradual the discontinuity, the better is the accuracy in using a three-mode coupling

model which assumes the coupling of three modes, viz., the incident wave, one reflected

wave and one transmitted wave. The computations have shown that efficient mode

conversion obtains over a wide band for modes that are phase-matched to the incident

wave in the direction normal to the YIG film.

In the third theoretical phase, the three-mode coupling theory was successfully

extended to the case of a "layered" transition region sandwiched between two pure-mode

regions using a scattering-parameter formalism. In the course of numerical computations,

however, irreconcilable difficulties were encountered which were ultimately traced to the

unique cut-off phenomenon present in MSW propagation. A careful evaluation of the

implications of this cut-off condition led to the catastrophic conclusion that mode

conversion from MSFVW to MSBVW in going through an extended transition region is

theoretically not possible.

The experimental portion of the work was focused on the observation of mode

conversion in a single straight YIG strip. The experiment employed a 3-transducer
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geometry, with the middle transducer placed half-way between the other two transduc-

ers being a diagnostic transducer. First the device was set up as an MSSW delay line

within an electromagnet and the transmission was measured between the two outer

transducers. The choice of MSSW for the forward wave-type portion of the cascaded

structure was based on the fact that a smaller bias field is required compared to

MSFVWV, thereby permitting the use of small ceramic magnets in the experiment and

also reducing the interaction between the two magnet systems. The device was then phy-

sically withdrawn approximately half-way out of the bias field so that a transmitted sig-

nal was observed at the center transducer but no signal was observed at the outer

receiving transducer. Next a horse-shoe magnet was placed over the withdrawn region so

that the bias field orientation for this region was for MSBVW. A signal was now

observed at the outer receiving transducer assumed to represent the converted signal at

the bias-field discontinuity region.

The main problem in the experiment is the strong interaction between the two

magnet systems because of their proximity, i.e., the introduction of the second magnet

produces a strong perturbation of the field due to the first magnet. A precision magnet

design providing desired bias fields, in magnitude and direction, in the two pure-mode

regions and separated by a gradual discontinuity region was in progress at the time of

the catastrophic theoretical discovery that MSFrVW to MSBVW mode conversion

through a region of bias-field discontinuity is not possible.

While the design of a precision magnet system was awaited, a special magnet cir-

cuit was empirically designed and machined as an attachment to the electromagnet pole

pieces. The objective of this magnet system was to remove the problem associated with

the rather large dimensions of the horse-shoe pole pieces relative to the length of the

YIG film.

Ma
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A jig was designed and machined which permitted the position of the center diag-

nostic transducer to be variable over most of the length of the YIG film. An important

planned diagnostic study utilizing this diagnostic transducer was the measurement of the

physical lengths of the forward and backward wave regions as well as the length of the

transition region.

1.2. THEORY

The abrupt bias-field geometry (Fig. 1) is a special case of the more realistic gra-

dual bias-field geometry (Fig. 2). As a first step in solving the complicated problem of

mode conversion in the geometry of Fig. 2, a much more basic problem that would allow

a building-block approach was solved. The two-region geometry shown in Fig. 3 is

treated first wherein the internal bias fields in the two regions are oriented in the sagittal

plane. The building block approach allows the results for the geometry of Fig. 3 to yield

the mode-conversion properties of a gradual bias-field discontinuity region since the

latter may be approximated by a number of tilted-bias-field regions, with the tilt angle

changing slowly from one region to the next as shown in Fig. 2. A synthesis procedure

based on a scattering-parameter approach has been employed in generating the results

for the gradual bias-field discontinuity geometry from the single-interface geometry.

As a first step in solving the single-interface geometry problem, the properties and

field expressions of the free MSVW modes of an infinite YIG film are derived. Then, in

solving the single-interface geometry problem (Fig. 3), which assumes a single MS\%V

mode incident at the boundary separating the two regions with different bias fields in

the sagittal plane, one postulates the reflected and transmitted signals to be given by a

superposition of an infinite number of eigenmodes of the two respective regions. The

unknown amplitude coefficients of these eigenmodes are determined by the mode-

i
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matching technique, i.e., by applying boundary conditions at the interface plane and

invoking the bi -ovtkogeonality [4,51 properties of the eigenmodes.

1.2.1. FREE MSVW MODES OF A YIG FILM WITH INTERNAL BIAS
FIELD LYING IN AN ARBITRARY DIRECTION IN THE SAGITTAL
PLANE

The YIG-film geometry with a tilted internal bias field lying in ihe sagittal plane is

shown in Fig. 4. The field expressions for the magnetic potential functions representing

the free MSW modes of this infinite film geometry are given by the solutions of the mag-

netostatic wave equations

CIZ2 IZ2 ) *GCI

8 2 _ 2 o2

which satisfy the boundary conditions, i.e., the continuity of tangential magnetic field

and normal magnetic induction across the interfaces z =-0 and z-d. The potential func-

tions #AMR, *nG and OGGG representing the air, YIG and GGG regions, respectively.

yield the wave rf magnetic fields in the respective regions through the relation

h=-grad 0. The small-signal permeability tensor )I for the ease of a YIG medium biased

beyond saturation by an internal field H. lying at an angle 0 to the z-axis may be

readily shown to be given by

Pi1 J P12 i 1
I' -i pa (2)

where

I= + F C 2

0=it+F
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# 13 =-FSC

P23 -KcS

F=f.IAI
(f12 1f2)

(f.2f 2)

C =Cos 9

S -sin 9

The quantities f , f* -yp. H, and f p =-to. M. are, respectively. the signal, gyro, and

magnetization frequencies.

For straight-crested waves propagating along 3 direction, i.e., 8/9y =0, the poten-

tial functions in tbe three regions have the expressions

*/RAltApe'-I I (S 9- )6 -,

*ccc =A C ~ ISli j e ;SSs It 4

w here

P=j 20(o+j ) C '2k

(0 _j 8)2

PS'-B

and the propagation wave number is the solution of the dispersion relation

!kd )-20# (0)

tam4-"N
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The quantity u has the value * -1 for k >0 and I - 1 for k <0. The harmonic time

dependence e"" is assumed throughout for all ac quantities.

The transcendental nature of the dispersion relation in Eq. (6) yields an infinite

number of modal solutions

'Ak -d - -2$* (7)

where m is a modal index assuming any integer value, i.e., m =0,1,2.3,.. The dispersion

relation (6) and the field expressions (4) reduce correctly to the more commonly used

cases corresponding to #- 0' and 0- go'.

The qualitative features of the MSVW dispersion diagram corresponding to an arbi-

trary angle 0 and a given mode are shown in Fig. 5. The overall passband is the fre-

quency range f, <f <f 3. Within this pasbnd, the wave is of the forward-wave type

for frequencies above f 3 and of the backward wave-type for frequencies below f '- The

effect of changing the angle 0 on the dispersion curve for a given mode is shown in Fig.

6. The dispersion curve correctly reduces to that for the pure MSFVW obtaining for

#-0' and to that for the pure MSBVW obtaining for 0-go'.

Notice that the negative-k branch is chosen, as it must. to represent the

* backward-wave solution rather than the usually shown positive-k branch. The

negative-k branch corresponds to a positive group velocity and negative phase velocity

and is the appropriate one to choose for the geometry of Fig. 3 where the converted

MSBV\% must carry energy away in the positive-z direction. (Mhile the positive-k

branch for MSBVW is a valid solution of the dispersion solution, it represents energy

propagation in the negative-z direction and thus does not apply in the present problem.)

The total time-average power carried by the uth mode in the z direction is given

UAAA
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Fig. S. Qualitative festures of &he MSVW dispersion diagram
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Fig. 6. Ellet of chmiaa 0 OR the MSVW disperion diagrm for a given mode.
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in watts per unit length along y by the expression

P,.= f , -P. d, (8)

where

1

P. =-Re(e. xh') (9)
2

is the Poynting vector for the mth mode. The electric field e. appearing in Eq. (9) is

obtained from the Maxwell curie equation, i.e.,

curt e=-jwp. ph (10)

The orthogonality properties of the guided MSVW modes may be derived based on

a general biorthogonality relation for a guiding structure containing anisotropic materials

[4,5]. For the present MSVW modes, this biorthogonality relation translates into the fol-

lowing four relations:

f (e. +h .ey;jdz- 2 k I. 0d (13)

f h °- '+ h+ e,; Idz -wo (13 )

f I ,,dz -o (14)

w here

I m-n (15)

The superscripts + and - represent modal propagation in the positive and negative z

%"mwmw"L
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directions, respectively. The notation used to represent subscripts is that a quantity

such as e,. represents the z component of the vector e,., i.e., the electric field associated

with the mth mode.

1.2.2. MSVW MODE CONVERSION IN A SINGLE-INTERFACE

GEOMETRY

1.2.2.1. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The geometry of the problem treated here is that shown in Fig. 3 where z -0

represents the interface plane and the incident MSVW mode propagates from left to

right along the positive z -axis. In the mode-matching technique, the scattered fields on

the two sides of the interface plane are constructed by superimposing all the free modes

of the YIG film situated to the respective side of the interface plane. Thus, the total

transverse fields in the region z <0 have the expressions

0

H, (z, z--4+ , R,, hw (17)
ame-

and in the region z >0 the expressions

E;(z,z)= ip T,:, 1  (18)

f 0

where the superscripts i. r and I represent the incident, reflected and transmitted

waves, respectively, and the primed and unprimed quantities represent the modal fields

in the z >0 and z <0 regions, respectively. The incident wave is assumed to be the psh

NS'W mode of the guiding structure in the z <0 region. The quantities R., and T,,
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are the unknown reflection and transmission amplitude coefficients corresponding to the

nth mode constituent of the reflected and transmitted waves, respectively. The boun-

dary conditions, i.e., continuity of tangential electric and magnetic fields at the interface

plane z -0, yield the infinite set of coupled equations

e+ z=0 (20)
, . ;- E To ;;• o(o

it ,,0, 4=,,,lA ,+ R., h f T p l' ;z ---- (21)

where the unknown coefficients are found by employing the biorthogonality conditions

(11) to (14).

By multiplying Eqs. (20) and (21) by (h's,' ) and (e', )', respectively, integrating

the resulting equations with respect to z over the entire z axis and then adding these

equations one obtains

w here

[fie, h" +Ae",' #dz (23)

[C =[ev'j +he "- "Jdz (24)

The quantity ICl,,..,. may be considered as the coupling coefficient between the nth-

mode component of the reflected wave and the mth-mode component of the transmitted

wave. Similarly the quantity Id,,.,, represents the coupling coefficient or the incident

plh mode to the transmitted mth mode. Since the index m runs over an infinite number

of integer values, i.e., m-0,1,2,..., one has an infinite number of simultaneous equations

AM



in an infinite number of unknowns R., (n -0,1,2 .... ). The solution to these equations

may be obtained by truncating the set of equations at a finite number N so that N

amplitude reflection coefficients R.., n 0,1,2,...,N, exhibit a coupling between one

another. The corresponding transmission coefficients T.,, n=0,1,2,...,N, may then be

obtained from known R',s by using the relation

w here

[=f e' h,' *+h ,' J dz (20)

The power conservation condition is expressed as

P = E Ps. + E P-, (27)
m0 q

or

E R.4 + E T.=1 (28)

where RP----- and T, mp-g are the power reflection and transmission@ 1p -1p

coefficients, respectively, corresponding to a pth incident mode and mth free-mode com-

ponents in the reflected and transmitted waves. The power conservation condition is

*. used to select a proper truncation number N as well as a pointer to indicate the accu-

racy of the solution.

1.2.2.2. COMPUTED MODE CONVERSION CHARACTERISTICS

While in a rigorous theory one must consider the reflected and transmitted waves

- O
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to be comprised of an infinite number of appropriate free plate modes, in practice one is,

of course, interested in mode conversion to a single mode and not to multiple modes.

Computations show. in agreement with expectation. that mode conversion to a single

mode improves with improvement in phase matching in the direction normal to the YIG

film between the incident MSVW and the desired transmitted MSVW mode. This

phase-matching condition implies that, the more gradual the discontinuity, the better is

the accuracy in using a three-mode-coupling model corresponding to N=O which

assumes a coupling of three modes. viz., the incident wave, one reflected wave and one

transmitted wave. The three-mode-coupling computations presented here are for an

incident. fundamental-mode wave (p =0, z <0), a reflected fundamental-mode wave

(m =0. z <0) and a transmitted fundamental-mode wave (q =0.z >0).

Three frequency bands may be qualitatively identified in interpreting the frequency

variation of the mode-conversion process. In Fig. 7, MSVW dispersion diagrams are

shown for two neighbouring value of P. One immediate observation from this figure is

*that, while in frequency bands A and C mode conversion will occur between modes of

the same type (backward wave-type in band A and forward wave-type in band C), in

band B mode conversion will occur between an MSFVW and an MSBVW. Phase-

',j. matching is consequently expected to be better in bands A and C than in band B. Thus,

one may expect efficient single-mode conversion over a wide band for values of a

approaching 0' or 90'. On the other end, one might expect mode matching problems

Ofor frequencies lying within band B or for frequencies lying within bands A and C which

are close to the resonance frequencies where the divergence in propagation wave number

k becomes large. These predictions are basically borne out by the computations.

Computed frequency variation of the MSVW amplitude reflection R and transmis-

sion T coefficients is presented in Figs. 8 to 12 for different values of 8, and 082. These
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computations are for a YIG film of thickness 20urn and an internal bias field magnitude

of 1 kG. In all of these figures. the R and T cur-es are shown by broken and dotted

lines. respectively.

In Fig. 8. the incident MSVW is a pure MSF'VX. i e, 8,-0 , and two values of D2

are taken, viz., 02=5' . 10'. This figure shows, in agreement with expectation, that R

goes up as the tilt-angle discontinuity is increased In Figs. 9 to 12. the value of 8, is

increased from one figure to the next so that the entire span of values is examined. In

these figures, the R characteristics exhibit a characteristic dip at a frequency of about

3.8 Gliz. It is apparent that phase-matching must be good at this frequency. Although

it is not obvious why this should happen at about ttae same frequency for a given magni-

0 tude of the internal bias field for all values of 0, and 02. computations show that chang-

ing the magnitude of the internal bias field in either region may relocate the frequency of

this dip.

In the figures where, within the B band, the value of T exceeds unity. an attempt

was made at improving upon the three-mode-coupling model by taking into the coupling

formalism additional modes. The computations have not yielded uniform results and it

would generally appear that the series expansion technique, i.e.. the mode-matching tech-

nique, becomes invalid at these frequencies.

The computations of Figs. 8 to 12 are devoid of irregularities present in the

corresponding computations of Ref. 3. The latter irregularities manifest themselves in

the form of unacceptably large values of R and T obtaining at the high and low fre-

quency bounds of the MSVW spectrum and possibly at other frequencies also It turns

out that the difficulties in Ref. 3 arose from the use of orthogonality conditions that are

not as accurate as the ones used in this report, i.e these difficulties are not attributed to

a failure of the three-mode-coupling model.

0P



The convergence property of the solutions relative to the number of modes taken

into account in the coupling formalism ham been explored. Sample results are shown in

Tables I to 3 where M represent* the number of modes taken into account in the z >0

region. and only the reflection and transmission coefficients corresponding to conversion

into fundament si modes are given. The computations for each table are for fixed values

of 01 and 02 and three values of f lying within bands A, B and C. The rate of conver-

gence, in general agreement with expectation, is rapid for medium values of the propaga-

tion wave number k and mode conversion between modes of the same wave-type.

The improvement in mode-matching with increase in the number of modes taken

into account in the coupling formalism is also evident in the computations presented in

Fig. 1.3 where modal amplitudes are plotted as a function of mode number for a 201-

mode-coupling model. The modal amplitudes, in agreement with expectation, tend

toward smaller values as the modal number is increased.

1.2.3. MSVW SCATTERING AT A REGION OF GRADUAL BIAS-FIELD
DISCONTINUITY

The gradual-bias-field-discontinuity transition region is modeled as a cascade of N

uniform subregions with a total of N +I interfaces as shown in Fig. 14. In the sA subre-

gion, which extends over a length I., the bias-field tilt angle has a uniform value of 9, at

all points. The total length of the transition region is

N

1.2.3.1. SCATTERING MATRIX FOR A SINGLE SUB-REGION BASED
ON THREE-MODE-COUPLING FORMALISM

The scattering characteritation of the ilk sub-region (see Fig. 15) may be cast in

terms of three scattering matrices, two of which represent the scattering properties of

the boundary planes p(s) and p(i+l) of the sub-region and the third represents the



Table 1 llustrating the convergence property of scattering solution with the number of modes

taken into the coupling formalsm M stands for the number of relected modes taken into account

ahich is the same as the number of transmitted modes taken into account The computations are

for *,-30' and 02-=40', i.e., band B lies between 3 36(;H: and 3 67GHz.

/ M 1.R, 1T,1 I Po, . + P,... P,.,

3 3 (;Hz 1 17020 96719 .96442

MSB\'" 2 17485 95843 95.500

17633 .95507 .95081

IMSBVW 4 17865 95383 .94935

.5 17892 95365 .94938

6 17673 9541 1 .94036

17633 95. 05 95211

8 17573 95643 95463

3 6 (;Hz I 30769 84780 1.0002

2MSPW 03536 84717 10285

3 03786 84667 1 0,353

MSIVW 4 03965 84624 1 0376

5 04112 84585 1.0384

6 04241 8448 I 038

71 04,130 84S1,I3 1 0.384

8 04474 84478 1 0382

3 9 (;H: I 019.3 9802 9W43

MSFV,'~ 2 02039 99796 99927,

3 02097 99797 100063

1SF VW 4 02 138 99799 100159

5 02170 90801 1 00233

6 0'2197 99X03 I 00.95

.702.219 99806 00349

8 02238 99808 10(0396

4
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Table 2 llustrating the convergence property of scattering solution with &he number of modes

taken into the couplieg formaim. M stands for the member of reflected modes taken into account

which is the same a the number of trnsmitted modes taken into account. The computations wec

for 01-45' and 02-50', i.e., band B lien between 3.830Hz and 3.990Hz.

f I R.. I (P/ + Pe /a PIgm

3 7 GHz 1 .03682 .99M5

MBVW 3 .03666 .99764

-4 .03664 .99746

MSBVW 5 .03662 99734

6 .03661 .99726

9 .03659 .99711

13 .03667 .99700

3.9 GHz 1 .00382 1.09430

NISFVW 3 .00361 1.09M3

-. 4 .00358 1.09533

MSBVW 5 .00356 1.09530

6 .0035S 1.09631

9 .00353 1.09532

13 .00352 1.09&30

4. 1 GHz 1 .07541 .99483

MSFVW 3 .07102 .99143

-. 4 .07092 .9W05

MSFVW 5 017085 .99030

6 .01070 V98942

13 27063 .98901
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Fig. 13. Modal amplitude reflection coefficients R.,0 , N=1 to 100, plotted as a function of modal

index NI
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property that the length of the sub-region may be treated as a transmission line. The

amplitudes of the incident waves at the sub-region are taken to be a, and a,+, and the

amplitudes of the reflected waves to be b, and b,+,, with the latter taking into account

the mode conversion that occurs between the planes p (i) and p (i +1).

A. SCATTERING MATRIX FOR A SINGLE INTERFACE

The scattering process at a single interface p (n) separating two-infinite regions n

and m is shown in Fig.16. The signal a, incident from region n scatters into a reflected

wave R,, a, and a transmitted wave T,,, a,. Similarly the signal a., incident at the inter-

face from region m scatters into a reflected wave R, a,, and a transmitted wave T,,, an .

Thus a total of four waves are involved, i.e.. the incident waves a, and a, and the

scattered waves b, and b.n. These four waves are related by the scattering matrix

expression

fb.+,1 b,.

w here

S(,.,)= [2 s] (30)

with

R.
SI=,

rul

S 1

5 i2W
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S21= T.. R. R.
T..

R,=
5== ; m=n+1 (31)

The subscript n of the scattering matrix refers to the boundary plane p (n). If a, =0,

the problem is reduced to the case of three-mode coupling. The reflection and transmis-

sion coefficients R,, R,, T.. and T,. were obtained in Section 1.2.2. Thus, S(.) is com-

pletely known for any plane p (n) based on the solution of the three-mode-coupling prob-

lem. The general case which also includes higher-order modes has also been treated (see

Section 1.2.3.3.).

B. SCATTERING MATRIX FOR TRANSMISSION LINE

The input and output quantities of a transmission line representing the length 1. of

sub-region n are shown in Fig. 17. From elementary transmission-line theory these quan-

tities are readily seen to be related by the expression

b St()[ (32)

w here

SI(.)= e 0 (33)

The quantities k± are the wave numbers associated with the waves propagating in the

±z -directions.

C. SCATTERING MATRIX FOR A SINGLE SUB-REGION

0
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The scattering characterization of a single sub-region is thus given by the cascade

relationship

* ['31+1 1 ) I . 1(34)

where S(, +. S(,) and S,(,) are the scattering matrices representing the planes p (i +I) and

p (i) and the guide length 1, of the sub-region, respectively.

1.2.3.2. SCATTERING-MATRIX FORM.AISM FOR THE TRANSITION
REGION BASED ON THREE-MODE-COUPLING MODEL

The recognition that the overall transition region represents a cascade of individual

sub-regions yields the overall transition-region scattering-matrix relationship

[ j::J w[] (35):)V I -W 1b l

w here

W W W12] S(N+I)SI(N)S(NIAt(NI).S( 2)f9(1)S(1) (36)

In Eq. (35), @1 is the incident MSFVW amplitude, b, is the reflected MSFVW

amplitude and bN+l is the transmitted MSBVW amplitude. If it is assumed that the

MSBVW region is a semi-infinite one or matched at the end, then aN+1= 0 . The overall

transition-region amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients may be related to the

components of W. i.e.,

0
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R= bl W"(37)
a1  W12

T=bNV+I W21 I'V12 - W=W 1 1  (38)aW

1.2.3.3. GENERALIZED MULTI-MODE COUPLING FORMALISM FOR
THE TRANSITION REGION

Consider a single-interface plane p (n) which separates two sub-regions n and m

where m=n+l (see Fig. 18). The incoming waves at the interface have amplitudes a,

and a,. and the outgoing waves have the amplitudes o. and b,,. These amplitude quan-

tities are now defined by the column matrices

a'- (ao. a,,1  , * , C,,N)
r

a = (aoa, . ams) r

b " --- 0 b. 0 , b " I , .b kN ) T

b w'-- (b .o ,  b . ,  ,' , b .1N j (39 )

where the superscript T represents the operation of transpose. Each element in the

column matrices has two subscripts, the first one of which denotes the region and the

second one the mode number. Thus, a., is the ith incident mode in region n and b., is

the jth outgoing mode in region m. The a 's and b 's are related by the reflection and

transmission matrices given by

where

..-
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R;, .• .- Ro",

TRR

T T

T" TJ

To"= (41)

The elements of the matrices in Eq. (41) are interpreted as follows. R,, represents

the reflection coefficient corresponding to the plane p (n) which is the ratio of the irt

outgoing mode amplitude to the ith incident mode, both modes being in the nth region.

Similarly, T,," is the transmission ratio of the iath outgoing mode on the n side to the jth

incident mode on the m side. All these elements are determined in a similar analysis to

that in Section 1.2.2. The scattering properties of the interface plane p(n) are given by

the expression

0.

[4[b]s aFn+ (42)

where

0
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is a 2(N +1) X2(N +1) matrix. On each side of an interface plane, a total of N+Ii incident

and N+1i reflected modes are assumed.

The transmission property of a section of the guide of length 1, (see Fig. 19) may

be represented as

[:1 S'(--) [:: ] (44)

0~ where

(a)= (a. 0  4. 1 , aN

(b, 'T_(b. 0 .b,, bN

la )'= (4.a., pMN)

S( ")T= 0. 14.

D0

e j

D-= (45)
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Fig. 19. Generalized sca&tering model for the transmissio-lime portion of a layer or sub-regiom
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where k,+ and k. are the wave numbers for the oth positively propagating and the fiJ

negatively propagating modes respectively, in the ,, guide section.

The overall mode conversion property of the entire transition region may be

e\pressed as

[::]= w[: (48)

w here

Iwo.o '1 0.2N +1

W=

*"2N +1.0 lv" 2N +1 2N +1

r S( rIS rS I)S (I) (47)

The W matrix, which is a 21N+I)x2(N+I) matrix, fully determines the mode

conversion properties of the transition region, i.e., the overall transition-region reflection

and transmission coefficients can be computed from a knowledge of the incident mode or

modes in the pure MSFVW region. Thus, if it is assumed that the incident wave is a sin-

, gle mode which is the fundamental MSFVW mode and the MSBVW region is semi-

infinite (or matched), then

[4 1 T = i jo , 0 0 . b l o ., 6 " b "V )

++ : 1 0 .0. 0 b +1 ,0  ,bN 1, bN+1..O (49)

[:::
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where ao is the amplitude of the fundamental MSFVW mode. The reflection coefficient

to the it, MSFVW mode due to the entire transition line is

R.o=- , i -o,, - ,N (40)
4(40a i

The transmission coefficient to the jth MSBVW mode is

bN+., j=O,1, ,N (50)
a 10

The expressions for R, 0 and T, 0 can be readily put in terms of the elements of the W

matrix. Numerical computations of mode conversion through the transition region may

then be performed.

1.3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

The experimental work evolved over three phases. In the first phase. MSW delay-

line fabrication techniques were perfected resulting in delay lines with a strong suppres-

sion of direct pick-up (typically in excess of 50 dB over most of the 2 GHz to 12 GHz

band) and a low insertion loss (typically, without tuning, in the order of 5 dB in the

MSSW configuration and 10-15 dB in the MSFVW or MSBVW configuration).

The delay lines employed microstrip transducers defined on Cu-clad Duroid soft

substrates which were found to work as well as those on Au-clad alumina hard sub-

. strates and are yet much cheaper. YIG-film strips with ends beveled with diamond pol-

ishing were used and a high level of ripple suppression in the pass band was achieved.

particularly for the case of MSSW's.

SJ
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In the second experimental phase, a basic experiment on mode conversion was per-

formed. A 3-transducer geometry was employed, with the middle transducer placed

half-way between the other two transducers being a diagnostic transducer. The device

was first set up as an MSSW delay line and the transmission was measured between the

two outer transducers. The device was then physically withdrawn approximately half-

way out of the bias field so that a transmitted signail was observed at the center trans-

ducer but no signal was observed at the outer receiving transducer. The observed ampli-

tude and phase characteristics of the signal picked up at the center transducer are shown

in Fig. 20. Next a horse-shoe magnet was placed over the withdrawn region so that the

biazs-field orientation in this region was for MSBVW. A signal was now observed at the

outer transducer (see Fig. 21). The delay characteristic seen in Fig. 21 corresponds to a

RV\\" and is in qualitative agreement with the overall delay characteristic of a cascade of

an MSSW\" and MSBVW delay lines at the low-frequency end of the overlap frequency

band.

For the cascaded geometry comprised of an MSSV delay line followed by a

MSBVW delay line, one actually expects, for the case of overlapping passbands, the

dlelay characteristic to initially show a decrease in delay time with increasing frequency

and then an increasing delay time with further increase in frequency. The observed

delay characteristic in the monolithic structure exhibits a basically monotonic decrease in

delay time with increasing frequency, a feature that is at variance with expectation at

the high frequency end of the passband spectrum. It was concluded that, while the

observed signal in Fig. 21 might represent mode conversion, this was not necessarily fully

proved.

The difficulties in the experiment lie mainly in the implementation of a controlled

slowly varying bias field in the transition region as well as the inevitably strong interac-
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".51.0 2 -1

Fig. 20. Amplitude and pba." characteristics obs-erve1 at the center transducer when only the
MSSW bias field is present and the delay line is withdrawn half-way out of the magnet poles.
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IA?

Fig. 21. Observed signal at the outer rereiv'ing transducer obtained when the horse-shoe MSF3VW
bias field is imposed on the withdrawn halt 3f the delay line

Mal
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Fig. 22. Photograph of 3-transducer delay-line device in which the center transducer can be
* moved with a screw arrangement.
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tion between the magnet systems because of their close proximity. Furthermore, the size

of the poles of the horse-shoe magnet is quite significant compared to the dimensions of

the YIG film. Thus, while it seemed like a good first try to withdraw the YIG film half-

way out of an MSSW bias field and then impose the field of a horse-shoe magnet, the

need for a careful design of a precision single magnetic circuit was fully recognized.

In order to perform a more carrful study of the mode-conversion phenomenon in

the above experiment, a three-transducer delay-line device was constructed which per-

mitted the position of the center diagnostic transducer to be variable over most of the

length of the YIG film. A photograph of this device is shown in Fig. 22. An important

diagnostic study that was attempted albeit without success is that of measuring the phy-

sIcal lengths of the forw ard and backward-wave regions as well as the :ength of the tran-

sition region. The difficulty in performing this study arose from the sensitivity of the

two interacting magnet systems to any slight movement of either magnet system. One

would draw the conclusion, as a result of the second phase of the experimental study,

that, while MSW transmission in a delay line subjected to two biasing magnetic systems

(one intended to produce an MSSW bias-fild orientation in the first half of the delay

line and the other intended to produce an MSBVW bias-field orientation in the second

half of the delay line) was observed, it was not conclusive that unambiguous mode

* conversion had indeed been observed.

The third phase of the experimental study was concerned with the design and

implementation of a precision magnetic circuit which was machined out of steel and

screwed on to the electromagnet poles. While such a precision magnet design was

awaited, an empirical design was machined and attached to the poles of the electromag-

net. A photograph of this empirical design is shown in Fig. 23. A photograph of the

new magnet poles with the three-transducer delay device placed within them is shown in
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Fig. 24. The bias-field orientation profile was tested using iron filings and was qualita-

tively of the type desired. A tuning of the orientation or magnitude of the bias field was

achieved with the use of coils placed around the poles. Experimental observations were

made which were inconclusive. However, before further work could be carried out, new

theoretical understanding into the mode-conversion process was attained which indicated

a serious problem in the achievement of mode conversion (see section 1.4) and led to a

termination of the general effort.

An alternative approach to the problem of observing mode conversion had also

been initiated which involved the use of a curved YIG-film strip, e.g., a right-angle bend.

The main attraction of using a curved YIG-film strip is that it should afford a much

better control over the bias fields separating the two wave-type regions. A central ques-

tion attaching to the practicality of using a YIG-film bend whether the propagation loss

in going around the bend is tolerable. The phosphoric-acid process for etching out a

curved YIG-film strip has been well established in our laboratory but the theoretical

difficulties explained in Section 1.4 also forced a termination of this effort.

1.4. NEW THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Computations of mode conversion in a single-interface geometry with slightly

differing bias fields on either side of the interface have shown efficient mode conversion

over a wide band (see Section 1.2.2.). However, attempts at calculating the mode-

conversion characteristics for the case of a gradual bias-field-discontinuity transition

region ran into snags which were tracked down to the k=O point on the MSVW d.sper-

sion diagram (see Fig. 6) occuring at a unique value of 0 for a fixed frequency. The k=O

point represents a cut-off condition: A lower cutoff frequency exists even when the elec-

tromagnetic retardation effect is taken into account (see Attachment C). At the
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Fig. 24. Photograph of added magnet poles with the 3-transducer delay-line device placed within
them.
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point along the guide where cut-off obtains propagation along the guide simply ceases to

exist. In other words, the sub-region of the transition region where the bias-field tilt

angle E for the choen frequency yields the MSW wave number k-0 simply prevents the

signal from going through it. It follows that mode conversion from MSF'VW to MSBVW

in going through a gradual bias-field-discontinuity transition region is theoretically not

possible. This catastrophic condition has been investigated in considerable detail in an

attempt at finding possible means of overcoming the cut-off condition but this effort has

been unsuccessful.

1.5. CONCLUSIONS

A theoretical formalism for handling the problem of MSVW mode conversion across

a region of bias-field discontinuity was successfully completed employing the mode-

matching technique. Computations of mode conversion across a plane of small discon-

tinuous change in bias-field orientation indicate efficient mode conversion over a wide

bandwidth. Attempts at computing the mode-conversion properties of a gradual-bias-

field-discontinuity region ran into a snag which was tracked down to the existence of the

k=O point on the MSVW dispersion diagram. For any value of the signal frequency

within the MSVV passband, there exists a unique angle lying between 0' and 90' which

yields k=O for the MSVW wave number. The k=O point represents a catastrophic condi-

tion since it implies that \ISN(W propagation and, therefore, conversion would not occur

across the sub-region of the transition region where k=O. This catastrophic discovery

rendered further work on MSVW mode conversion across a region of bias-field discon-

tinuity without merit and thus forced a termination of the effort.

I

i4
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CHAPTER 2

DISPERSION OF A TIME-LIMITED MSFVW CW PULSE

2.1. INTRODUCTION

IS\\"s are pronouncedly dispersive in geometries devoid of dispersion-control

features. The present chapter reports the main results of a detailed theoretical and

experimental study of the dispersion of a time-limited MSFVW CW pulse. The theory

has incorporated the frequency response of the input and output microstrip transducers

in a delay-line geometry and has yielded results that are in excellent agreement with the

experimentally observed oscilloscope pictures of delayed pulses picked up by an output

microstrip transducer whose spacing from the input transducer is made variable through

the placement of the output transducer on a platform movable with a screw arrange-

ment (see Fig. 1.22).

The theoretical computations, if performed by a brute-force method, would be

based on the standard Fourier transform technique Thus. by representing a time-

limited ('X\" pulse in terms of its Fourier spectrum. one simply finds the change in the

amplitude (if losses are included) and the phase of every single frequency component of

the signal. and then at the end of the propagation the individual frequency components

are combined to synthesize the delayed pulse signai

4Difficulties in the inverse transform process arise whenever the integrand of the

transformation is an ill-behaved function, e.g., a rapidly oscillating function which is

very much the case with MSW pulses. An elegant approach to overcoming this problem

is provided by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) technique which assumes that, instead

of a solitary or single pulse, there exists a train of pulses that are periodic in time. The

existence of a train of pulses sufficiently separated in time is incidentally always the case

in experiments.

0NJ



The FFT technique, with its attendant process of summing over weighted discrete

Fourier components, makes the computational process extremely efficient, i.e., the corn-

putational time is significantly shorter because of fewer computational points required

than in the brute-force or direct method of performing the integration represented by

the inverse Fourier transform. The degradation of the accuracy in the computations

goes up as the number of computational points per temporal cycle goes down. This

degradation of envelope distortion is not large with the FFT technique even when only

one computational point per carrier cycle is employed. The FFT technique also allows

propagation loss to be included in the calculation since complex quantities are an intrin-

sic part of the FFT approach. A detailed theory of the FFT technique as well as its

implementation, described in a 1985 doctoral thesis at Stony Brook [8], is not presented

here.

2.2. BASIC THEORY OF PULSE DISPERSION

Let the CW pulse be defined by the functioniT
0j z =0, I) = A n(-L) cos 2,xft l

at its starting point x==O where A is the pulse amplitude, f, is the carrier frequency and

I(-) is the window function
I

fl( ~ I'(2)

(Strictly, a precisely rectangular MSFVW input pulse is not possible because of the finite

bandwidth over which MSFVW's exist).

Since the function 0(z =0,1) is symmetric in time and extends only over the time

period I t I <r/2, the Fourier transform

*(: =0.1) f f O(z -0,1) exp (-j 21rft ) di (3)

I III j2o
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of o(z =O,t ) may be written as

-t(z =o.! ) -- r[sine (f -f, )r+uine (f +fc )di

Since MSFV\Vs exist only in the band f. <f <f s, only positive frequencies are allowed

in Eq. (4), i.e..

Ar.)()

*(z =0,f )= rsin (f -fc )r (5)

The foregoing signal 0(z =0,t) was at the point x=O. As time increases, the pulse will

move so that at any point x>0,

*(z,f )= (z=O,f )exp (jkz) (6)

The inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (8) reconstitutes the pulse in space and time, yield-

ing

isin r(f -f, )r
di(z,t)= A r f . cos{27rf(-k )df (7)

U fe

2.3. NUMERICAL RESULTS.

The computational efficiency of the FFT technique vis-a-vis the direct or brute-

force integration technique in the computation of pulse distortion is demonstrated in the

computations of Figs. 1 and 2. The FFT computations are given in Fig. 1 while the

direct integration results are given in Fig. 2. These figures represent the shape of a 20

ns pulse of rf frequency f ,=4 GHz after propagation through a distance of 1 cm. Three

sets of computations are presented in each of these figures corresponding to 2,4 and 8

* .computed points per carrier cycle, respectively. The shape of the pulse envelope in Fig.

I remains essentially unchanged as the number of computed points per cycle is reduced

from 8 to 2. On the other hand, the computations employing the direct integration

approach (which computes the carrier signal rather than the envelope) show a significant

degradation of the envelope as the number of computed points per rf cycle is reduced.

S
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In Fig. 3, the spreading of the envelope of a pulse of width 20 ns at x=0 is shown

for different positions x of the observation point, i.e., x-0.5 cm, 0.75 cm, 1.00 cm and

1.25 cm. As expected, the distortion occurs primarily in the form of stretching of the

pulse width and the attendant "peaking" of the pulse.

A significantly smaller level of envelope distortion achievable in a nondispcreive

geometry is demonstrated in the computations of Fig. 4 which are for a nondispersive

double-YIG-film-layered structure. In the computations, the upper YIG film has a thick-

ness of 65 pm and saturation magnetization of 2kG, the lower film has a thickness of 10

pm and saturation magnetization of 1.75 kG, and a ground plane is placed at a distance

of 100pm above the top YIG film. The overshoot at the skirts of the pulse envelope is

the unavoidable result of the finite bandwidth over which MSFVWs exist.

2.4. EXPERIMINTAL RESULTS

The experimental work on the dispersion of an MSFVW pulse was carried out using

a 41pm thick YIG film with a saturation magnetization of about 1.5kG. The delay line

measurements made at rf frequencies fI, -2.08 GHZ and f ,-2.16 GHz are shown in

Figs. 5 and 8, respectively. These measurements were made directly on the Tektronix

7104 oscilloscope without the use of a crystal detector. It is evident that, except for

spurious signals following the main delayed pulse, the agreement between experiment

and theory is generally excellent.

2.6. CONCLUSION

The results of a theoretical and experimental study of MSFVW pulse distortion

with propagation are reported. It is demonstrated that the FFT technique of computa-

tion of the distortion in pulse envelope with prpagation is significantly more efficient
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0L

0 Fig. 4. Computed envelope of a 20 ns MSFVW pulse for x=1 cm and x=2 cm propagation path-
lengths in a nondsp rrsive double-YIG-film-layered structure.
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than the direct or brute-force integration technique. The agreement between experiment

and theory on the shape of the delayed pulse is generally excellent.
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Fig. 1. Geomety of the problem.
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.4bezrwc- Computed group-dalay characteuistics am puhesnted ilii.- i 4 3Z

tating the upgificitt impeovement in bandwidth fag notedispeesive
*mapnetoetile-fomzad-volsm-wave peopeption dial ay be achieved-

udzn a double-YlG-film-layered structure over a si~t'14 Fig. 2. Computed variation of group delay with frequency. The solid
poaetry. curves rev.sut the case where the lower saturations-magnetization

A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~fl thortOa prditin -eore bre1 elehr 00 hta ~ O G) t Cloeer to the ground piane and the dashed
A thoreicalpreicton, epoted riely lsewereI 11 tht a curves represent the cew where the higher saturation-magnetization

significant improvement in bandwidth for ,aondisperstre magnetostatic- film (,uM0H - 1750 0) is closer to the pround plane. The fixed pa-
forward-volzme-wave (NISFVW) propagation over the sizigle-YIG-film/ rameters ia the computationa are kr - 127 pm.dL (thicknew of lower
dielectric/piound-plane configuration may be achieved using a double- satusraiom-magmetizatioin fllm) - 10 smi. and external bias fleld iA0Ho =
YIG-tilm-ayered structure in conjunction with a separated ground plane 2500 G. The tickasm d11 of the higher saturslon-..aietizatiom Miln
is described here tOr saturation magnetization parameters that are readily is uaed asa variable pemetio.
realizable in practice. The computed delay versus frequency character-
istics presented here furthermore show that the requirement for the
achievement of bandwidth improvement stated in 111, iLe.. the YIG for iAA is
film closer to the pround plane possess the higher saturation magnetiza- 2 2 2k2
tion of the two films. may in fact be relaxed so as to permit either I f f3k)IP 0o (2)
film to possess the higher saturation magnetization.

The geometry of the problem under consideration is shown in Fig. 1. where fo*, vujOH& and fuii tf01,(foa + fMk) 11/ are . respectively .
The YIG film 01 thickness d, grown on the GGG substrate (YIG-l film) the lower and upper frequency bounds of the %ISFVW spectrum for the
is overlaid with a different YIG film of thickness d2 (YG-2 filmi). A indivdual kth film. The frequencies Jot and fv& - 111oMok Are. re-
peilect clectrical ground plane is placed at a height hA bove the top filih spectively. the gyro- and magnetization frequencies for the k th film
surface. (Although A practical ground plane would give rise to conduc- The dispersion relation (1) correctly reduces to that for lSrvw 's in
tive loss, the computations show that optimum MSFVW nondispersive the single-YIG-film/dielectric/piound-plane structure in the limit of zero
characteristics Are obtaned if the pound plane is sufficiently separated thickness of either fim. The resulting two single-YIG-film structures
from the top -YIG-film surface (typically by 100 urn or more) so that have dispersion curves that are qualitatively similar but shifted in fre-
the conductive loss is rendered insignificant ( in the order of I dB/cni or quency. By applying the usual mode coupling criteria at the crossover
less)). An external saturating bias field Mlo *Hozso applied normal to points of these two sets of MSFVW single-filmn dispersion curve.. one
the films produces internal fields Hit -=No - Moso and Ef a S - readily deduces the qualitative features of the MSFVW dispersion char-
Moarso in the two films where MO, and M(9 are the values of the satu- acteristics for the double-VIG-flim-ayered structure which are in agree-
ration magnetization for the respective films. For straight-crested ment with computed characteristics. The present letter highlights only
M4SFVW propagation along x. with x and r variation explJ(2vfr - Wx, those Aspects of the dispersion characteristics of MSF VWs in a doublc-
the dispersion relation is IlIl layered structure which show that a significant improvement in esondis-

persive MSFVW propagation is possible utilizing such a structure rather
(j2+ As, tanh kh) tan 01kds tan 02 kd2 + 01 (A'2 + tanli kh) tan 0 2 kd2  than a sigle-YIG-fflm geometry.

+ 82641 + taith kh) tan 01 kd, + 01020 + tanh kh) 0 0 (1) The computations show that the MSFVW propagation is nondispersive
whereok 2.over a frequency band located at the lower end of the spectrum over

wh -a -Ok. with It a 1. 2. is the zx or yy component of the rela- which the variation of MSFVW fields across both rilms is sinusoidal in
tive permeability tensor characterizing the kth YIG film. The expression nature, this spectrum being defined by the joint condition a, < 0,

02 < 0. This impies that a nondispersive MSFV W solution k to disper-

Manucrip reeive Janary6. 183. hiaworkwee upprtedb ion relation (1) exists over a band of frequencies lying immediately
the U.S. Air Force (Rome Air Development Center) under Contract aoetelre ftetogr-rqeeefadla h opaa
F19629-62-K.0009. tions show that a bandwidth of more than 10 percent with a delay ripple

The authors we with the Deparment of Electical Enginw'.ng, Stt of less than t 0.5 its may be readily achieved by an appropriate choice
University of New York at Stony Brook. Stony Brook, MY 11794. of parameters d, . d2 , h, Mal, M 2 . and Mo. All the computations pre-

001S-9219/83/0500-0ESSSOI.00 0 1963 IEEE
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Flg. 3. Computed pOUp-delaY Characteristics for fzed perametes PI&. 4. Computed proop-delay characterstics for fixed parameter
h = 92 Jun, dL *10 jAm. jarjHo = 2500 G. paOMOL a 1500 G. ad h - 127 un. dL -10 jam. WjuH0 - 2500 G. sAO MOL - I1500 G. and
aa0Mpg = 1750 G, with dH sed as a vaiable parmter. The dis- oMOM - 17SO0G. with dff used as a vaiahble parameter. The distinc-
tUnction betweens thes sollid and deshed curves in the same a in Fig. 2. Uona bets the solid and dashed curve Is the seone Is in Fig. 2.

seosted here are for the lowest or fundamental MSFVW mode of the In conclusion, the present computations employing readily realizable
structure. The values of the parameters used in the computations are values of saturation-magnetization for the two films have shown that
inidicated in the captions of Fags. 2-4. MSFVW nondispersive characteristics similar to those reported in I(I

The improvement in %MSFVW nondispersive propegation that results (where a0OM0 values of 1750 and 20000G were used) may be achieved
from using a doubleYG-fiLm-nlayered structure is apparent in Fig. 2 without requirngi to engage in the difficulties of growing a low-loss
where the frequency variation ofpSoup delayspresented, with the thick- epitauial YIG film with paM 0 - 2000 G. It has as been shown that
nesis of the highe saturation-magnetization film taken as a parameter, the YIG film that is closer to the ground plane may have either the
The effect on the group-delay characteristics osf the saturation mag. higheir or the lower saturation magnetization of the two films but opti-
netization of the VIG film closer to the ground plane having the higher mum parameters for %ISFVW nondispersive propagation are not main-

0or the lower value of the two films is also shown in Fig. 2. tained if the locations of the two films relative to the ground plane are
The difference in the group-delay characteristics resulting from interchanged.

p. whether it is the higher or the lower saturation-magntization film
that is placed closer to the pround plane is highlighted on an expanded ACKNOWLADC;MINT
group delay scale in Figs. 3 and 4. The computations of Fig. 3 at Useful comments from P. R. Emtage and MI. R. Daniel who have also
quazi-optimzed to yield constant-delay characteristics for the cas investigated the double-YIG4flm-layered structure but in the context
where the higher saturation-magnietization film is placed closer to the of linearly dispersive delay lines and with emphasis on a structure
ground plane. The group-delay characteristics which obtain when, for wherein the two YIG films are separated by a dielectric spacer (21 are
the samne parameters, the locations of the two films relative to the acknowledged.
pround plane are interchanged are also shown in Fig 3. Rurmmcits

A choice of different parameters is required in order to obtain quai- (1 J. P. Pareks and K. W. Chang, "MS FVW dispersion control utilizing
optimized constant-delay characteristics with the lower saturation- a layered YIG-fin structure." IEEE f'eui Mapn.. vol. MAG-18.
magnetization film placed closer to the pround plane (see Fig. 4). It p. 1610. 1932.
is evident from the computations of Figs. 3 and 4 that the optimum (21 M. R. Daniel and P. R. Emrtagse, "Megnetostatic volume wave props-
paramneters for %ISFVW nondispersive propagation are changed if the gation in a ferrimisgnetic double layer." J. AppL Phys.. vol. S3.
locations of the two films relative to the ground plane are interchanged. p. 3723. 1932.
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ABSTAL: ance for some applications has recentlv bten re-

ported which employs a ground plane with variable
The present paper reports theoretical computations spacing in the forward-wave-tvpe (%.SSW) portion of

of mcede conversion which arises from the scatter- the cascaded structure and a ground plane with
ing o' a magnetostatic volume wave in a YIG film, fixed .pacing in the YSBV portion of the struc-

with internal bias field oriented in an arbitrary ture. The variable spacing of the ground plane in

direction in the sagittal plane, at a boundary the MSSW delay line is reported to provide the

separating two regions with different bias-field needed improvement in the linearity of dispersion
orientations. A three-mode-coupling model is em- of the delay line.
;ilved based on the assumption of a weak bias-field

discontinuit'. Efficient mode conversion is found The present work is motivated by the conjucture
t,, cht-in for modes that are phase-matched in the that a monolithic implementation of the Sethares
direction normal to the YIG film to the incident et ai cascaded geometry might be possible on a

walve. The bandwidth for mode conversion is largest single YIG film. The monolithic approach requires
wr'r:' te bias field is either normal or parallel to mode conversion from MSFVW (say) to MSBV through

"; film. the use of different bias-field orientations In the

two YIG-film regions (see Fig. I). The problem ad-

dressed in the present paper is that of determining
if efficient mode conversion into a single mode is

iNRODUCTION possible across a bias-field discontinuity. The

problem of establishing the level of dispersion
Unlike SAW's, nagnetostatic waves (MSW's) exhibit self-compensation is the sane as that applying to
a pronounced dispersive behaviour. This feature the Sethares et al cascaded geometry and is not ad-
makes M,;S's more difficult to exploit for signal- dressed here.
processing applications. However, MSW dispersion
.xontrol techniques do exist and much effort has A gradual bias-field discontinuity is more realis-
been expended, and is currently directed, ' at tic in practice than an abrupt bias-field discon-
the realization of viable nondispersive as well as tinuity (see Fig. 2). It turns out that a gradual
linearly dispersive delay lines. bias-field discontinuity is actually necessary for

efficient mode conversion into a single mode. A
ii principal XSW dispersion control technique con- slow change in bias-field tilt-angle and magnitude
sists of placing a ground plane in proximity to the ensures that an incident fundamental-mode MSI7W is
YG film, thereby changing the M1SW field profile phase-matched essentially to a single converted
and nodifying the dispersion characteristics. An- mode, i.e., the fundamental-mode MSBW.
other promising approach at dispersion control is

the use of a multiple-layered YIC film rather than
the usual single YIG film. Theory predicts signi-
ficant improvement In dispersion control when a
lavered YIG film is used in conjunction with a
suitably spaced ground plane. Y

Sethares et al have demonstrated that a nondis-
persive MS. delay line may be realized through

dispersion self-compensation that is obtained by
cascading two linearly dispersive MSW delay lines,

one corresponding to a forward wave-type, i.e.,
either magnetostatic surface wave (MSSW) or magne- I .I
tostatic forward volume wave (MSFVW), and the other ASJW .

to a backward wave-type, i.e., magnetostatic back- AfS8Vff Ayi.DF
ward volume wave (MSBVW). The realization of a
rondispersive delay line with acceptable pr-form- Figure 1. Abrupt bias-field discontinuity geometry.

*,ork supported by U.S. Air Force (RADC) under

contract No. Y18628-82-0009
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As a first step in solving the complicated problem Z
of mode conversion across a bias-field discontin-

uitv region, a much more basic problem which will
allow a building-block approach has been solved.
The two-region geometry shown in Fig. 3 is treated AIR
wherein the internal bias fields in the two regions
are oriented in the sagittal plane. The building . * * ==m =h "

block approach will allow the present results to AS VV Sy
yield the mode-conversion properties of a gradual

bias-field discontinuity region since the latter
ma'. ne approximated by a number of tilted-bias-
field regions, with the tilt angle changing slowly *.e
!rom one region to tl:e next. P

In a rigorous theory, one considers an incident
oagnet. static volume wave (MSVW) to scatter into
all reflected MSVI'q and all transmitted MS.1,'s.
Ibis ieans that there will be an infinite set of Figure 3. The mode-conversion geometry treated in
eql ution. in the unknown amplitude coefficients of this paper.
t"v scattered waves. While a systematic procedure
for the evaluation of these amplitude coefficients
ha. seen established which is based on an ortho-
gonalit; condition between -odes of a given wave-
t'.pe. the real interest, of course, is in mode 11. ,SVW'S IN A YIG FILM WITH WIFED INTERNAL

converqion to a single mode and not to multiple BIAS FIELD
modes. The YIG-film geometry with a tilted internal bias
Computations show, in agreement with expectation, field lying in the sagittal plane is shown in Fig.

that mode conversion to a single mode improves 4. It is well-known that the YIG film supports a

With improvement in phase matching in the direction pure MSFkW when 0=0
° 
and a pure MSB\'.; when 6-40'.

ril to the YB film between the incident MSV It has been shown by Weinberg' that, for in inter-
and the desired transmitted MS%4 mode. This phase- mediate value of 8, the MSkV dispersion diagramNndatcheng ondiredtrnsimpited tha moe th has- consists of two branches, one corresponding to a
matching condition implies that, the more gradual forward wave-type and the other to a backward wave-
the discontinuity, the better is the accuracy in type. These branches meet at k-0 and a frequenc%
using a three-mode-coupling model which assumes a determined by the value of e. The latter frequencyc~iuli ofthre mde% vi., he ncientwav, dterminese branhes alet f k. The lae frequeny
crupleng of three modes, viz., the incident wave, represents a transition between a forward wave-type

and a backward wave-type, with the upper and lower

;ne present work is confined in scope to the three- dispersion branches exhibiting a resonance at the

-ode-coupling model. A weak bias-field discontin- upper and lower bounds of the MSk*W spectrum, res-

uit'. is assumed, with the bias field changing by a pectively.

small amount, in direction onl, in going through The MSVW dispersion diagrams for two neighbouring
the discontinuity plane. Computed amplitude reflec- ve of diaerso in ig. 5. t n hat,-ion and transnission characteristics are presented values of 0 are shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that.
--on an trate thgincralterit ore ree while in frequency bands A and C mode conversion
which demonstrate the general validity of tesame tpe (forward
mode-coupling model provided the bias-field discon-

nuit ' is weak, wave-type In band C and backward wave-type in band
A), in band B mode conversion will occur between
an MSFVs and an MSBV.;. Phase-matching is conse-
quently expected to be good in bands A and C but

2'eid(ont AISAPU 'CO.,4edMs8y*' poor in band B. Thus, one may expect efficient
I mode conversion over a wide band for values of 01

* 'I,_ approaching 0° or 900 but significant difficulties
EA f) t in the validity of the three-mode-coupling model

might occur for frequencies lying within band B.
The latter difficulties do not matter much for

i4'p/YE# . I values of 01 approaching 0* or 90*. However, for
,sf$FV)W values of 01 approaching 45, the frequency band B

will lie somewhere near the middle of the MSklw
spectrum. One might also expect difficulties in

.MSCVW fTios, 4.V*/ achieving phase-matching in the three-mode-coupling

rf',on tmodel for frequencies approaching the resonance

frequencies where the divergence in propagation
wave number k becomes large. These predictions are

basically borne out by the computations.

Figure 2. Gradual bias-field discontinuity geometry.
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The eputations have shown that efficient not .,-
versi 'n obtains for modes that are phase-matched in

S
0  

the direction normal to the YI :ilm to the incident

T wave.

*The bandwidth for mode convk'rsion increases siorifi-

cantlv, with a simultaneous relaxation in the need
for a weak bias-tield discontinuity, as the .l, ,

01 ap roaches 00 or 00 from the critical 45
° 
value.

-2 fIm~r,..ed bandwidth for values of 4j approaching ."
requires that the bias-field discontinuity is ren-
dered sufficientlv weak. The frequencv band h o1

3 Fig. 5 where mode rismatch exist% and, theref,r(,
the. noed arises to take into account awre rodes in
the oupling formalism than done here can be reduced
in bandwidth through the Thoice of a ;uitablv wcL.t

4 bias-field discontinuity but nJy ,il. vlirinjtcd.
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Dielectrically induced surface waves and the magnetodynamic
modes of a YIG plate 7

J. P. Parekh ATTACHMENT C

"Dparimeor ,f 0,.an E'.rg net ,ig 1jr:e U,.iwcrs:rv c .'1ew York Maritime ('oulege. Fort Schuyler,
Brun-- .Ve*, Yo'/,. 1, 

'

'Re,.eied I' Fenn iir 1)5)

Fhle .W1t i i,:-.JCO I l. <c t u .i. rit': .i "i , ! . plate mcuillhed at one surf'ace are de'cribcd for
the cast of propga in it right -ngle to a Lingentia!i. ipphed bAs field The connection of the
dictecir:,c"a :r;dicid Nur.i..c A..c ,ou a )oI half-',r., r t- the magrrtod,:;trnic •cIurne modes of a YIG

. . t is 11,h1, atcoi

PAC' jrnt ', 7S t0 94 4.1 S

Parekh and PRm :inlo have reported the propa -aion ,!(')' 4 bk jtul[(k 2, k2)1/2d - k 2)1/2 o,
characterist.,-z of . t t'ivna.mic surface wave which
they labeled a diele'trically induced surface wave (1)
PISW). The choict ,)t thi.- cir.nenclature was ba-led on wht.rf. k, 27 (tc%)I/ 2 f Is the wave number of homo-

the fact that th:s s.irflc' wave doe, not obtain a a .eneocs: plane waves in vacuum, and ke- ) k*.o
at a..'. :tol- ,'itt .clv5, .: ad that it alsr ceis(s to oltain Is The wave number of plane waves in YIG for propaga-

it. th, , tnit 1 where I,, is tho relatve peri;tttivity tiwi at right angles to the bias field. The effective
f t,. YIQ subsr rae. In this conunur'icatiton, 'e . i'sh pernie.iility k t - (f 2  _f2) (f2 -. ) is the reciprocal
t,, j-x'::1t )ut tha if, instead of the half-sp:ice ge.m'etry of the %Ii or- ,y component of the inverse of the per-
used in Ref. I a YIG plate of finite thickness is con- meability tensor characterizing the YIG medium, and
sideret, the dispersion brainch for the DISW becomes jb f f ( fl-t1) is the ' v (or the negative of the v.i)
part of a .udifzd TF ,itlectric mode dispersion curve. component of the inverse of the permeability tensor.
Thus, the latter nomenclature may actually be u5e,. in The frequencies f. and f, have the expressions .f
place -if the no. iercl.ture DISW . N{,cever, rintce the [ r(,f t.)] '? and f, f, f,. with ., - - iHo, 2- being

' divki trc nm.odes of a plate dis-appear in the limit of a the gyrofrequency and f, - P iif, 2r the magnetization
half- pac, the appr(prtater;ss of the nomienclatiure frequency

' " DISW :s tawt invalidated. This llstirtio:: car I,(-- The solution of Eq. () for a given frequency f
""cant ever thoujzh in practic le , 31%avs deals w'th a Theso nu to a o f Eq. f f a g i <reqund t a
YIG p'ate rather ta.w ; iiaif.- pace. If a r'"'istivt corresponds to a surface wave if k2o-k<0 and toa
;asorl r is piaced or a-t , of a YT(; Fittr-, this voume wave if k,f - e , 0. Since or equivalently
catJat:,itt ny, h , ,ra.,, . . i i !,. a #. ,sne.ate wth in the frequency band f <f<fe,

' IG tilf-spack, thn 't, ., 'I(, tl ite, only surface waves can obtain within this band. Outside
of this band, surface waves can obtain for k,> kof and

The TE aiag:ictd,v.i.i:.c n-ode;, tf a tang, ;tillk' Tnag- vilhiae waves for , < k <kc . Equation (1) reduces
r-et ie Mf(; plate have recently been reported'I for the correctly to the dispersion relation for the TE dielectric
cas., ,if propa . ,aiot at rit ianiles to tie bias. f"Iod. modes of a partially metallized dielectric plate' if the
Hiweter, the tu,dv (f Widr'-tw.tnd Nadan' liinits itself spins in YIG are considered to be clamped, i.e., 40,
,i th: 'rfa-'.cav. ti ides. ,t: thus does not bring out 1 ann - 0. Also, as indicated in Ref. 3, in the case
th, I itt, TOl.p -ft the DISW to the TE ma~netci, -urnic of surface waves Eq. (1) reduces correctly to the dis-

v,, , , 't P itj, ;';.it nor t( the diiectriw persion relation for magnetostatic surface waves on a
rr eods ti w'tch th;.'e vhti'i r. odes roduce itf the spins partilly V etallized YIG plates in the short-wavelength
in YIG ire cos ,,r,- I to be tionped. Firtherni.;rl.r limnit b' - k,;, k,,,. and to the dispersion relation for
thr -x. .tence ,f , ba 1 w.rd- w Aie rharacterisht .,ry ma.gttetodyrtamic surface waves on an immetallized YIG
par! I :he f)i p .. i,,or ,- ir e pertl- t' toi th, half-Apace t " in the limit of a half-space, i.e. , d---
pzarvtt;i, I't1.,'ed YIG piate ioornetry, wheret , one Since Eq. (1) is independent of whether the origin of the
surfac, of the liG plate is metallized and the other coordinate system is on the metallized or the unmetal-
ad),inp(i to vacuum. is nit Indicated in Ref. 3. A brief lized surface of the YIG plate, one might expect that in
descriptit," i.f the tornplte sipectr'um of the TE tuag- the limit of a half-space the surface-wave case of Eq.
aeh,t, Ofur nios rt" t ,,ril. n.Otallced YIG plate M1) should decouple into two dispersion relations;
I. ti. rf,,r, T ',,: .,.a, ini)y. the dispersion relation for magnetodynamic

i 'rcut-, the spare 1, sorfave waveq on an unmetallized half-space v - 0 and
" *, -i,,rh.c It I, ,id -I P. . , the prtng !th, diqper 'on relation for magnetodvnamic surfacerrw~ill', -4ir',! iV -h- ;-i i . a~i if, ' $1 tim, wiVes on a metallized half-space .r ; 0. The fact that

n tll. fV trir "h,' rfr a ,t ;dw(ned to ro ium. rnly the former dispersion relation is obtained is simply
Assumnc th . i.5 fi'dd tI h itntvfl along the it-
recttw, . anod thr ,-lidcJ waves to propagate art~ with a consequence of the result that a metallized YIG half-

the' v,r.:tton xpif, - b, , !ho, dispersion relition for space does not support magnetodynamic surface

I. r ntrW t;n;.1: : 'i - i,,d' s of 'he Y G pl ate is; f id to WVw,

1-,, i It-pute' dispersion diagram for the magnetody-

rii94C) Jur,,ai . A; plI .d ¢,h . ,;: 46. %., 7' t iver -- , r75 ot 19i ? A ,, ,,, in Institute of Phy$cs 5 00



74 ton will become apparent following a description of the
2 • surface-wave branches in Figs. 1 and 2.

-• " .Only one surface-wave branch is present in Fig. I
.. -which corresponds to the modified magnetostatic sur-

N face wave "tied" to the YIG-vacuum interface. The
.."0. wave number k. on this branch increases monotonically

f.-. -, from a value k,= (Sfi,)"/2ko at the lower frequency
... ,bound f, where the slope df/dk, (or the group velocity)

:." , is zero, to k, -- at the upper frequency bound f, =f,& " .-ko.: :+ If,. In contrast, two surface-wave branches are
,'u .- Y present in Fig. 2, one of which represents the modified

7 magnetoslalic surface wave tied to the metallized YIG
mo surface. This branch is tangent to the dispersion curve
-I k,= k. of plane waves in vacuum at the lower frequency

bound fs (which is slightly larger than f4 and is practical-
I Ily independent of the plate thickness), and exhibits a

4 --- 4.* resonance k,-- at f =0." The other branch, which
1. represents a continuation of the upper m =0 magneto-

".2 dynamic volume mode and may thus be identified as a
S..modified dielectric mode, lies within a frequency range

.0 .f, <f<fa, where f, and f. are both functions of the plate
thickness. In the limit of a half-space, f, approaches

y kf from above, and f, approaches its value for an un-
0 .metallized YIG half-space' from below. As d is de-

2. 4. 6. 8. I . creased, a monotonic increase in f, and a monotonic
ky. cm decrease inf, take place until for a critical plate

F1G. 1. Computed dispersion diagram for the magnetodynamic thickness d.,,, bothf, and f. coalesce at a frequency
plate modes propagating in the +y direction with the dc bias
field In the + x direction. The solid curves represeut the mag-
netodynamic mode solutions, while the dashed curves oorre-
spond to the TE dielectric mode solutions which would obtain if 12.-.1..
the spins in YIG could be clamped. The dotted curves are the
dispersion branches for plane waves in YIG progating at rig&
angles to the bias field. The heavy circles indicate mode
cutoff.

presented in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The computa- ,of

tions are for a 1-cm-thick YIG plate with e = 16, A s" "
= 1750 G and AHI = 500 G. For the purpose of compari- 6."
son, the TE dielectric mode solutions' for the same f-/
geometry wherein YIG is assumed to be magnetically .
clamped are also shown in Fig. 1. The strong effect of
the spins on these dielectric modes is clearly evident
in Figs. 1 and 2. The dispersion curves for the lowest
three magnetodynaniic volume modes corresponding to
the values of the mode number' m = 0, 1, and 2 are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. For each value of m, where
m = 0, 1, 2, ... , two dispersion branches for the
volume modes exist, one of which lies above f=f, and
the other below f =1,. The frequency f,[1
+/1f.fI - I)tPil defines the crossing point of the
dispersion curves k, =k, and k, = kh,. The volume f3 ........
modes occurring below f=f, exhibit a resonance k.

-~at f =f,. As the f requency f is inc reased to f, from
below, the density of the volume modes increases
monotonically, becoming infinite at f=f,. The disper- k . ..

sion curves of all the volume modes, with the possible 0 2. 4. 6 6.
exception of the dispersion curve of the upper m =0 ky,n
mode propagating in the - y direction, have cutof fre- FEG. 2. Computed dirsio diagram for the magastOdynamic
quiences on the k,= ka curve. The unique features of the pl P 'ine ppgatin in M -, diretion with the de bias
upper m = 0 volume mode propagating inthe -y direc- fieldt the + s dctics.
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